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Welcome to The Super Seven Series of Books
This is Book 1 of the Super Seven Girls
Project Genesis

Chapter 5
Sol and Solina actually greeted The Super 7 Girls in person in a room that was similar to all the others
aboard the great Atlantian Mothership. The Super 7 Girls gazed at each other in amazement and they
could all see each other’s thoughts so there was no need for verbal communication. It was as if they
shared the same mind, yet it was organized such that each girl had their own unique experiences and
opinions, yet each thing the others had done was part of their collective memory.
Sol and Solina smiled as their creations stood before them in wonder that each of them had six siblings
somehow connected to each other through advanced DNA engineering.
Over the years all of the girls had detected each other in their minds to some degree and they had all
put such glimpses of each other out of their mind since none of them had ever met in person. Yet now
all those thoughts they had over the years made perfect sense, they had always been connected to each
other in some way but now that they were all wearing these suits the connection to each other was
crystal clear.
Solina quickly took control of the meeting, she spoke not a word and her thoughts instantly got the
complete attention of each girl. Solina thought with her mind to the girls, “I’m so glad you all could
finally meet each other, you are all part of the Genesis Project which was started eighteen years ago and
nine months when Europa was seeded to be born in Europe on your planet. Your planet is also our
planet, but we have not lived on it for millions of years. All of our race that once inhabited your world
was killed many millions of years ago and over many millions of years several intelligent life forms
have evolved that have all met disaster and extinction.
“Once again a form of intelligent life walks our former home world and once again the planet is being
destroyed by the actions of a dominant intelligent life form that isn’t acting that intelligently in regards
to their environment and other life forms on the planet.
“Our race was one of the original races that formed the ancient Council of Nine; it is the oldest and
strongest governing body in the known Universe. Our treaties and rules forbid us from having any
direct intervention on your world, even though it was once our own home world which we are allowed
to protect IF any of our own race still exists on the planet.
“You girls are Project Genesis, it is as they say in terms used on your planet a ‘loophole’ so we can
intervene to some degree to help your race and planet survive the events that are coming in the near
future.
“All of you girls have been slightly enhanced through DNA engineering to have a tiny piece of ancient
Atlantian DNA, it why you are all super intelligent and quite gifted physically. The ancient DNA of the
Atlantians allowed Atlantians to do the things you can do such as telepathy, psychokinesis and have
precognition of the future.

“Due to having a tiny piece of Atlantian DNA attached to your enhanced human DNA, you girls are
technically part Atlantian and as such WE CAN AID YOU GIRLS as allowed by the rules and treaties
that the Council of Nine must obey.
“Your families have all agreed to what has been done to you and they all have memory blocks in place
so they have no conscious knowledge of the powers you girls have. When you are to leave your normal
lives in the future, a clone will be teleported into your place in your family and work so no one will
know you are actually what will soon be called THE SUPER 7 on earth.
“Your clones are identical to you and they have complete access to your experience data banks that are
kept in the vast NN (Neural Network) of the Atlantians. The NN is how we all communicate and how
we access our technology.
“Now that your girls have unlimited access to the Atlantian NN, you will have access to incredible
technology that is many millions of years more advanced that anything that exists on your planet. The
use of these powers will make humans consider you girls to be almost GODS, in that you can do things
that are beyond the imagination of humans.
“In the near future many major events are set to occur that all could end in the extinction of the human
race and the death of our ancient home world. So over the next few years your girls will be helping
humanity survive and protecting the planet. Many of the events are natural events and some are due to
man’s own activities. There is also an evil force that wishes to destroy our former home world since it
is known that our race still derives some of our life force from the planet, so if our enemies can destroy
your world, they could dramatically weaken our own life force and energy.
“In a short time you girls will have your first mission to protect the planet, a group of terrorists are
about to unleash the first act of nuclear terrorism on your planet. It would be a catastrophic event that
could lead to global nuclear war and pretty much the extinction of your race and most life forms on the
planet.
“Are you girls ready to start your training on how to use all the technology you now have at your
disposal through the NN and your Atlantian Soldier Suits?” asked Solina to the girls in her mind.
For a brief moment The Super 7 had a collective vote in their minds and it was agreed to unanimously
that The Super 7 would do whatever was needed to help humanity, earth and the Atlantians.
Europa then responded for the group by saying out loud, “We are honored to help the Atlantians whose
ancient DNA has given us our special gifts and we can’t wait to learn how to use our new powers and
the Atlantian technology!”
Sol smiled at Europa and said, “Very well girls, your training will now start and then your first mission
to save millions of humans from what is about to happen on Earth will begin.
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